PANTHEON FOR EDU

One dashboard for
all your sites

Lightning fast hosting

Powerful caching and automatic
load balancing

Role-based
permissions

Cloud development
environments for all your sites

One click core updates for
Drupal and WordPress

Site management
and tagging tools

Automated DevOps

Centralized control
and management

What is Pantheon for EDU?

A Solution for All Use Cases

Pantheon for EDU is the best platform for educational institutions

From simple template-based sites to unique high profile

to manage and host all their Drupal and WordPress sites with

projects, Pantheon for EDU lets schools run many sites with

centralized control and easy management. Pantheon for EDU offers

different needs on a single, scalable platform, with a predictable

schools a complete website management solution, uniquely suited

cost model that makes sense.

to their needs. Best of all, it’s free!

Work Smarter

Who Is It for?

Collaborate easily with team members on or off campus with

Pantheon for EDU is designed especially for central IT teams,

tools like Multidev, which lets users create cloud development

communications teams, and website developers working for

environments with the click of a button. Efficiently update CMS

educational institutions.

versions, plugins, and modules with one-click updates.

Centralize Control

The Fastest Hosting on the Planet

Manage all your school’s Drupal and WordPress sites and

Every aspect of Pantheon is optimized and tuned to deliver the

control access from one consistent dashboard. Site manage-

best possible performance for your websites. From advanced

ment and tagging tools keep people and projects organized.

caching with Varnish and Redis, to our highly tuned stacked,

With Pantheon for EDU, central services departments, like IT

to our top of the line hardware, Pantheon is built for speed.

or communications, can provide robust and secure website

We consistently outperform the competition in performance

solutions to all their constituents. At the same time, indepen-

benchmarks.

dent groups—grant-funded initiatives, individual schools,
departments, or offices—can run their own projects on the
same common platform.

Free for EDU’s
Pantheon for EDU is free for employees of educational institutions with a .edu
domain. Simply sign up for an account at pantheon.io/edu and get immediate
acccess to the platform. Spend as much time developing sites as you need. Pay
with a credit card when you’re ready to take a site live.

Find out more at pantheon.io/edu

Leverage Pantheon’s partner network
Pantheon’s extensive network of agency partners includes a select number of EDU Specialists who
have expertise in delivering great web experiences for clients in the education space. Pantheon
Partner EDU Specialists include:

Trusted by 19 of the top 20 US universities

Find out more at pantheon.io/edu

